Introducing the IntegraFlux™ UXA-2680XP Ultrafiltration Module

Operates with **40% LOWER TMP**, **15% LOWER ENERGY**, **35% LESS WASTEWATER** and **60% LOWER CHEMICAL USE**, with **100x BETTER VIRUS REMOVAL**.

**SAME SIZE** and **SHAPE** as the microfiltration module you have been using.

**A BETTER CHOICE.**
Switch your 50-m² microfiltration module for the IntegraFlux™ UXA-2680XP Ultrafiltration Module for substantially improved performance and drinking water safety. Operate more sustainably. Increase water production. Reduce capital expenditures. All with 100x improved virus removal. Whatever your goals for your plant may be, the new IntegraFlux™ module will help improve your operation, deliver a safer product, and lower the cost of water. Simply a better choice.


Upgrade your municipal water plants.

• Extreme-permeability XP Fiber delivers groundbreaking high-flux, low-energy performance.

• Innovative UF technology and module design makes switching modules easy. No hardware or process changes needed to switch from your MF module.

15% lower energy costs.

With IntegraFlux™ modules you can operate your system at lower inlet pressure, reducing energy costs and chemical consumption.

Safer water. Less fouling.

IntegraFlux™ UF modules have much smaller pores than microfiltration modules, so virus doesn’t penetrate the surface and escape into the permeate. Plus it’s easier to clean, with less fouling between backwashes.

Have a question? Contact us at: dupont.com/water/contact-us